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Abstract—This article describes the possibility of analyzing systems using the system–object approach. The
concept of determinant analysis of systems based on this approach is introduced, which allows one to consider the
detailed description of a system as the gradual refinement of its properties. It is proposed to use the calculus of
Abadi–Cardeli objects and the ALCHIO (D) descriptive logic language to formalize the stages of determinant anal-
ysis, from class systems (external or conceptual) to phenomena systems (internal or material).
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INTRODUCTION
The systems analysis that emerged in the 1960s

together with the invention of computers provides a
logical and consistent approach to studying complex
systems and their properties, which was shown by both
the first attempts to apply it in military management
tasks (choosing engineering and economic specifica-
tions of bomber planes and air bases) and its subse-
quent use in solving diverse problems.

Despite the obvious success of analytical activities
under the umbrella of systems analysis, there is no
clear understanding of systems analysis proper [1,
p. 231]. Several definitions of the systems analysis have
been suggested, for example, in [1–3]. There are also
several systems analysis procedures that are designed
as sums of various principles, approaches, and meth-
ods that provide a certain level of analytical efficiency
but do not include systems analytics proper [1]. The
analysis of diverse systems analysis procedures
(Quaid’s, Optner’s, Chernyak’s, Golubkov’s,
Young’s, Tarasenko’s, Kapitonov’s, Plotnitskii’s, and
others) makes it clear that they are essentially different
from each other, although do have some elements in
common and are designed as fairly general guidelines
whose methods are not specifically indicated. Most
importantly, however, all of these procedures make
essentially no use of the concept of a system, ignore
the systemic impact, use principles of the systems
approach quite superficially, and do not rely on gen-
eral system regularities.

It must also be considered that there is currently no
clear definition of the systems approach itself. In our

opinion, there are three kinds of this approach,
including system–structural (functional and process),
object-oriented, and system–object [4]. Since the
tools and means of the system–object approach allow
one to consider system properties and relations and
general system regularities more efficiently [4–8], it is
proposed to use the system–object analysis procedure
including systems analytics.

This article describes an efficient systems analysis
tool defined as determinant systems analysis based on
the system–object approach. Initially introduced by
Mel’nikov [9], the concept of determinant analysis
allows determination of the buildup stages of a system
depending on its existing properties. The formaliza-
tion of these stages using the calculus of Abadi–Car-
deli objects and a descriptive logic language is pro-
posed.

1. THE BASICS OF SYSTEM–OBJECT ANALYSIS

One integral stage of the conventional systems
analysis of a loosely formalized object is the analysis of
the reasons that the object (system) has certain prop-
erties. In the existing systems analysis procedures this
stage corresponds to the stage of goal definition, iden-
tification, or formation. Systems analysis based on the
system–object approach is exactly the type that makes
it possible to identify the sources and reasons for the
existence of the properties the system has. This is pro-
vided by an array of special concepts from the system–
object approach, some of which are borrowed from
Mel’nikov’s work [9].
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First of all, this approach considers a system as a
phenomenon (material object) or a class (conceptual
system) whose function or role are due to the function
of a phenomenon or the role of a class from a higher
level (that is, by a phenomenon suprasystem or a class
suprasystem). Thus, the system–object approach con-
siders the existence of not only phenomena systems
(internal, according to Schrader [10], or material,
according to Ackoff [11]) but of class systems as well
(external, according to Schrader, or conceptual,
according to Ackoff).

Secondly, the functions of a system are due to the
functions of a suprasystem. This phenomenon is con-
sidered to be a functional request from the suprasys-
tem to a system with a certain function and considered
to be the system’s external determinant.

Thirdly, the performance of the system affected by
an external determinant that directly shapes the inter-
nal properties of this system (properties of subsystems)
is considered to be the system’s internal determinant.
There is the difference between the system’s current
internal determinant reflecting the system’s perfor-
mance at a current instant and the critical internal
determinant, which must essentially be as close as pos-
sible to the external determinant.

In our opinion the external determinant of the sys-
tem is the cause of its origin, the goal of its existence,
and the main determiner of its structural, functional,
and substantial properties. In the system–object
approach this determinant is thus considered a univer-
sal backbone factor. The performance of the system
according to the external determinant (that is, the
compliance of the internal determinant to the external
determinant) engages the system and the suprasystem
in the relation of maintaining the functional capability
of a greater whole.

The representation of the system is convenient to
specify as a triune Node–Function–Object structure
describing the system’s structural, functional, and
substantial characteristics [4]. In this case the node as
the intersection of connections describes the func-
tional request of the suprasystem to the system, that is,
its external determinant.

According to [6–8], the phenomenon system s is
formally represented as a special object of the calculus
of Abadi–Cardeli objects, that is, as

(1)

where (Ls?, Ls!) is the field for describing node us or
intersection of a finite set of input connections Ls?
and output connections Ls! in the structure of the
suprasystem; fs(Ls?)Ls! is the field for describing
function fs, preset by the system, or the method that
provides the functional compliance between output
flows Ls? and input f lows Ls! of the node in question;
and (Os?, Os!, Osf) is the field for describing the sub-
stantial (object) (input, output, and transmissive)
characteristics of the system.

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]?,  ! ; ? !; ?, !, ,=s Ls Ls fs Ls Ls Os Os Osf
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The class system Si, whose role is determined by
the role of the class system from a higher hierarchical
level, is formally represented as a different special
object of the calculus of Abadi–Cardeli objects using
designations from descriptive logic [8]:

(2)

where Si–1 is the field for indicating the class system
from a higher hierarchical level corresponding to node
USi of system Si; RSi⊏RSi–1 is the field for describing
the method corresponding to role RSi (function FSi) of
system Si embedded in role RSi–1 of suprasystem Si–1;
and ⊏ symbolizes the nesting of role to role and sym-
bol to symbol in the language of descriptive logic.

An efficient system analysis tool can be proposed
that relies on the above introduced notions of the sys-
tem–object approach. This tool is a modification and
formalization of the determinant analysis proposed in
[9] and allows describing the causes of the system’s
origin, the stages of its buildup, and its existing prop-
erties; this information must be known when analyz-
ing existing and designing new systems.

According to Mel’nikov’s concept, the determi-
nant analysis must start from analyzing the internal
determinant of an object (system). This analysis allows
one to disclose the sources of the object’s internal
properties, because the functional property of the
whole, which is supported by everybody and in rela-
tion to which all of the other properties of the whole
and its components are merely indirectly functional
and support this main property from the inside,
becomes the determining property of the whole. It is
noted that the knowledge of the internal determinant
alone is not enough for analyzing and understanding
the object’s properties in general. This understanding
makes it necessary to know the reason that the object
has this determinant, that is, it is necessary to know
what the system’s determining internal property is
determined by from the outside. This will allow one to
identify the (external) determinant of the system’s
internal determinant. The results of this analysis allow
one to get as close as possible to defining the essential
properties of the system and correctly evaluating its
current state and development prospects. In the sys-
tem–object approach the essential property of the sys-
tem is, first of all, the functional property for which
the system was formed. Thus, on the one hand, the
system’s essence stems from the functional request
from a higher-level system (suprasystem), that is, the
external determinant; on the other hand, this essence
is the internal source of the system’s essential func-
tional properties [9].

The determinant analysis procedure involves clas-
sification analysis and is also considered a tool for
identifying essential properties and essence of objects
(systems) [12]. This is the reason that Mel’nikov rec-
ommends performing determinant analysis by succes-
sively making up several classifications, such as parti-
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tive (or measurenomic/metronomic), genetic (or mul-
tistage), and generic-specific (or taxonomic).

2. DETERMINANT SYSTEM–OBJECT 
ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

In our opinion, the main aim of any systems anal-
ysis, as well as the initial point for designing any new
system, must be to define the backbone factor, that is,
the reason the system exists or is designed for. Hence-
forth, the main aim of determinant system–object
analysis (DSOA) is to identify the suprasystem of and
the function request to the considered system, that is,
the cause of its origin or creation (external determi-
nant). As emphasized by Mel’nikov, the pioneer of
determinant analysis, if the examination of the system
has allowed one, first of all, to identify its external
determinant, the internal determinant is derived from
the external one by substantive reasonings about the
system’s formative stages.

This is the reason that we recommend to start
DSOA by building a generic-specific classification of
the systems of the analyzed subject domain; this clas-
sification must allow one to identify various classes of
the considered systems and evaluate the typical invari-
ant properties of the analyzed or designed system. In
its respect, this evaluation favors the elaboration of
ideas about the suprasystem’s functional request that
corresponds to the critical internal determinant of the
system in question. This opportunity is due to the fact
that essential properties of systems are defined, first of
all, by a hierarchy of classes [4, 13].

When building the generic-specific classification,
that is, the hierarchy of classes of the systems from the
analyzed subject domain that describes a subject
domain that corresponds to the analyzed or designed
system, it is necessary to define the abstract class (class
system) including this system, which is recorded as

(3)
where the superscript i means that this abstract class
includes the analyzed phenomenon system si and the
index n is the number of a level in the hierarchy of class
systems. The notations in expression (3) correspond to
the designations in expression (2).

The next classifying step makes it necessary to
switch from abstract class Si,n to a concrete class of the
lower level; this class describes the analyzed or
designed system as a class system using node, func-
tion, and object classes as

Thus, building the generic-specific classification of
the analyzed subject domain allows one to conceptu-
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ally (at the class level) define the external determinant
of the class system or the reasons that the system has
particular structural, functional, and object character-
istics or the possible sources of their creation.

Further classifying results in building the genetic
classification of the analyzed class system. This classi-
fication identifies the phases in which the required
phenomenon system forms from the class system. The
building of the genetic classification as a continuation
of the generic-specific classification allows distin-
guishing or forming the node (LS?i,n+2, LS!i,n+2) from
the node class (LS?i,n+1, LS!i,n+1). That node is the
intersection of concrete input and output f lows (like
the functional request from the phenomenon supra-
system represents the external determinant of the ana-
lyzed or required phenomenon system), which make
more specific class system Si,n+1:

In the next step of classification the concrete func-
tion fSi,n+3(LS?i,n+3)LS! is additionally singled out or
formed from function class FSi,n+2(LS?i,n+2)LS!i,n+2 or
concrete function fSi,n+3(LS?i,n+3)LS!i,n+3 forms;
henceforth, class system Si,n+2 becomes even more
concrete:

Finally, the singling out or formation of concrete
substantial properties (Os?i, Os!i, Osfi) from object
characteristics class ultimately distinguishes or forms
phenomenon system si from class system Si,n+3 (that is,
from Si,n):

Further classification results in building the parti-
tive classification of the analyzed phenomenon sys-
tem. This classification is intended to identify the sys-
tem’s internal (sustaining) properties that formed as a
result of adaptation to the request. This identification
is made by analyzing the system’s parts, components,
and elements, that is, its subsystems. These properties
are the system’s partial functions that sustain its cur-
rent cohesive functional properties. Therefore, their
analysis will allow one to evaluate the current internal
determinant of the considered system. For the cohe-
sive representation of the DSOA stage, see Table 1.

The determinant system–object analysis whose
stages are provided in Table 1 above is the procedure of
defining the system’s essence preset by the system’s
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Table 1. The stages of determinant system–object analysis
NFO 

approach Valuable interpretation DSOA stages

Node Wish or
Reason for require-
ment (Task)

Generic-specific classification:
Si,n = [Si,n–1; RSi,n ⊏ RSi,n–1]
Si,n+1 = [(LS?i,n+1, LS!i,n+1); Si,n+1(LS?i,n+1)LS!i,n+1; (OS?i,n+1, OS!i,n+1, OSfi,n+1)]

Function Possibility
Condition Designing

Genetic classification:
Si,n+1 = [(LS?i,n+1, LS!i,n+1); Si,n+1(LS?i,n+1)LS!i,n+1; (OS?i,n+1, OS!i,n+1, OSfi,n+1)]
Si,n+2 = [(LS?i,n+2, LS!i,n+2); FSi,n+2(LS?i,n+2)LS!i,n+2; (OS?i,n+2, OS!i,n+2, OSfi,n+2)]
Si,n+3 = [(LS?i,n+3, LS!i,n+3); fSi,n+3(LS?i,n+3)LS!i,n+3; (OS?i,n+3, OS!i,n+3, OSfi,n+3)]
si = [(Ls?i, Ls!i); fsi (Ls?i)Ls!i; (Os?i, Os!i, Osfi)]

Object Actuality
Consequence
Implementation

Partitive classification:

...

  

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

s  = [(Ls? , Ls! ); fs  (Ls? )Ls! ; (Os? , Os! , Osf )]
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s  = [(Ls? , Ls! ); fs  (Ls? )Ls! ; (Os? , Os! , Osf )]

s = [(Ls?  
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i i
j j Ls! ); fs  (Ls? )Ls! ; (Os? , Os! , Osf )]i i i i i i i

j j j j j j j
suprasystem. DSOA allows mutual adjustment of the
described classifications of an analyzed or designed
system, from the class system level and up to the phe-
nomenon system level, and thus allows one to come as
close as possible to understanding the suprasystem’s
functional request to the considered system and the
direction of its evolution as well as its current state. In
its respect, this allows correctly formulating the sys-
tem’s essential properties and the extent to which the
system corresponds to these. The knowledge about the
object obtained in this manner allows more efficient
evaluation of the current situation, predicting changes
in the object’s states, and elaboration of guidelines for
further control and decisions. Thus, DSOA provides
the researcher or designer with an efficient set of tools
with diverse capabilities for analyzing or designing
complex hard-to-formalize systems.

3. FORMALIZING DSOA
BY DESCRIPTIVE LOGIC

The stages of DSOA are described above using the
theory of the calculus of Abadi–Cardeli objects.
DSOA can also be formalized by descriptive logic.

Descriptive logic (DL) is a language for represent-
ing knowledge about subject domains in a formalized
manner using the primitive concept and role concepts.
Concepts describe classes and roles describe intercon-
cept relationships, which allows using them for
describing concepts and their properties. One of the
basic descriptive logics is DL ALC [14]. Its syntax is
represented in short as

; ; ; ;  ; ; ; . ; .{ },A A C C C D C D RC RC⊥ ¬ ∃ ∀� � ��
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL IN
where ⊤ and ⊥ are the respective concepts of truth and
falsehood; A is the primitive concept; C, D are the ran-
dom concepts; and R is the atomary role.

The syntax of DL describes what expressions (con-
cepts, roles, axioms, and others) it considers to be cor-
rectly composed. The semantics of DL shows how to
interpret these expressions. Descriptive logic expresses
general knowledge about concepts and their relations
using general assertions, that is, the set Tbox of termi-
nological axioms. On the other hand, the knowledge
about individual objects, their properties and connec-
tions with other objects is the set ABox of assertions
about the relationships and properties of individuals.
Together, they form a knowledge base or ontology
recorded as K = TBox ∪ Abox.

There are various extensions for basic DL. As an
example, ALC logic uses formal descriptions for repre-
senting the knowledge about a subject domain at the
conceptual and abstract levels. In determinant sys-
tem–object analysis, however, the genetic and parti-
tive classification of the analyzed or designed system
makes it necessary to describe phenomena systems
with concrete properties that have numerical, time, or
spatial characteristics, such as price, wages, and tem-
perature. The logic ALCHOIQ(D) [15], which is an
extension of ALC, has additional DL framework tools
for formalizing all of the DSOA stages. These tools are

•hierarchy of roles (H), including supraroles R1 and
subroles R2, in which case R2 ⊑ R1. The set of these
roles is called Rbox;

•nominals (O) defined as concepts formed from
concrete individuals. The syntax of this concept is as
follows: if a is an individual, then {a} is a concept.
FORMATION PROCESSING  Vol. 48  No. 5  2021
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Nominals are full-scale concepts. We can write A ⊔ {a}
or ∃R.{a};

•reverse roles (I). If R is a role, then R− is a reverse
role.

•role restriction (Q) set restrictions with syntax ∃ >
2R.C.

•concrete domain (D). The pair (D, Φ), where D is
a random nonempty set and Φ is the set of predicates
in set D, allows one to preset set PN of predicate sym-
bols. Each symbol P∈PN has valence n; and Φ juxta-
poses it with n-place relation PD ⊆ Dn.

As an example, we assume that concrete domain
OrderN = (N,Φ) is set of natural numbers N and pred-
icate family Φ consists of binary predicates <, ≤, =
(and their negation: ≠, ≥, >) and monadic predicates
<n, ≤n, =n (and their negation: ≠n, ≥n, >n). We assume
that hasAge is the concrete attribute (with values in D)
indicating a man’s age. Then, the set of adult people of
at least 18 years of age presets the concept Human ⊓
∃hasAge ≥18.

The descriptive logic ALCHOIQ(D) has the follow-
ing syntax, according to [15]:

Let us formalize the stages of DSOA by DL tools.

Generic-Specific Classification

In [13] ALCHOIQ(D) logic is used to describe the
concept of a class system as the following concept:

(4)

where ,    are the abstract classes (con-
cepts), where i = 0, …, N, i is the hierarchical level
number, and l, j, lj, pj are the numbers within one
level. The distinguishing of these classes is the first
stage of determinant system–object analysis.

When switching from abstract classes to concrete,
the system–object approach is used to represent the
system as a class of nodes, class of functions, and class
of objects (NFO element). For this purpose, the fol-
lowing concepts from expression (1) are introduced
that correspond to NFO elements:

• node as the intersection of set of inputs L? and set
of outputs L!: U = L? ⊔ L!;

• function that converts the set of inputs to the set
of outputs as F = L! ⊓ ∃R.L?. Expression L! ⊓ ∃R.L?
indicates set of outputs L!, connected through role R
with set of inputs L?; R is the functional role showing
the correspondence between the concepts. The role R,
hasCorrespondence, can be introduced, which can
refine the definition of function as F = L! ⊓ ∃ hasCor-
respondence L?;

1

{T; ; ; ; ; ; ;
. ; . ; . ;{ }; [ , , ]. }.]n
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•object that implements the functions, has sub-
stantial characteristics, and is recorded as O = OS? ⊔
OS! ⊔ Osf.

In terms of descriptive logic the system with con-
crete classes is represented as a sum of the above spec-
ified NFO elements:

S = [U; F; O]=[(L? ⊔ L!); L!⊓∃hasCorresponden-
ceL?;OS?⊔OS!⊔OSf].

Each concept can consist of subconcepts. As an
example, R in a concept function can consist from
subroles: F = L! ⊓ ∃(R1 ⊓…⊓ Rn).L?. In its respect, this
is also true for node U = ((L?1 ⊔…⊔ L?n) ⊔ (L!1 ⊔…⊔
L!n)) and object O = (OS?1 ⊔…⊔ OS?n) ⊔ (OS!1 ⊔…⊔
OS!n) ⊔ (OSf1 ⊔…⊔ OSfn ).

Genetic Classification

This stage consists in the transition from class sys-
tems to phenomena systems, for which concepts from
DL ALCHOIQ(D) are used, such as nominal and con-
crete domain. In this case, the inputs and outputs are
concrete individuals, the function is preset by a con-
crete role, and the object is refined by concrete
domains. The steps are given by

− [({L?} ⊔ {L!}); {L!} ⊓ ∃R.{L?}; OS? ⊔ OS! ⊔ OSf];
− [({L?} ⊔ {L!}); {L!} ⊓ ∃hasCorrespondence.{L?};

OS? ⊔ OS! ⊔ OSf];
− [({L?} ⊔ {L!}); {L!} ⊓ ∃hasCorrespondence.{L?};

∃hasOS?.=n1 ⊔ ∃hasOS!.=n2 ⊔ ∃hasOSf.=n3]; n1, n2, n3
are the values of the object’s respective fields (attri-
butes).

Partitive Classification

This stage consists in the formation of a hierarchy
of phenomena systems rooted in the part/whole foun-
dation:

− [({L?1} ⊔ {L!1}); {L!1} ⊓ ∃hasCorrespon-
dence1.{L?1}; ∃hasOS?1.=n1,1 ⊔ ∃hasOS!1.=n1,2 ⊔
∃hasOSf1.=n1,3];

− [({L?2} ⊔ {L!2}); {L!2} ⊓ ∃hasCorrespon-
dence2.{L?2}; ∃hasOS?2.=n2,1 ⊔ ∃hasOS!2.=n2,2 ⊔
∃hasOSf2.=n2,3];

…
− [({L?j} ⊔ {L!j}); {L!j} ⊓ ∃hasCorrespondencej.{L?j};

∃hasOS?j.=nj,1 ⊔ ∃hasOS!j.=nj,2 ⊔ ∃hasOSfj.=nj,3].
Thus, the successive building of the three classifi-

cations described above allows identification of the
cause of the system’s existence or the requirements
on the system in design, the conditions for its exis-
tence or possibilities of its creation, as well as the
structural and performance features of the analyzed
or designed system.
SSING  Vol. 48  No. 5  2021
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CONCLUSIONS

The conceptual DSOA framework proposed in this
article provides the researcher or designer with an effi-
cient set of tools with diverse options for analyzing and
representing complex, hard-to-formalize systems.

First, the identification of a class, to which the ana-
lyzed or designed system belongs, provides the analyst
or developer with some idea about the system’s pur-
pose. This identification also allows one to refine the
requirements on the system by describing concrete
classes of its inputs and outputs, concrete input-to-
output conversion class, and concrete classes of object
characteristics. This allows one to clearly define and
preset the system’s external determinant.

Second, the tracking of the stages of the system’s
buildup (or creation) allows one to outline more spe-
cific requirements on the system to the level of
describing concrete input and output f lows as phe-
nomena, concrete functional requirements, and con-
crete object characteristics. On the other hand, this
tracking allows one to clearly define and set the sys-
tem’s internal determinant.

Third, the decomposition of the requirements on
the system as a phenomenon (or its internal determi-
nant) provides the analyst or developer with the con-
cept of the methods that provide the compliance of the
subsystems of the analyzed or designed system with its
internal determinant, that is, of the system’s perfor-
mance or building methods.

The described way of analyzing and representing
systems by determinant system–object analysis will be
useful and promising in designing hard-to-formalize
organization systems with people as their integral con-
stituent.
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